WHAT CAN I BRING INTO THE STADIUM?

- SMALL BAGS (UNDER A5)
- PERSONAL BAGS/CLUTCHES
- SMALL COMPACT CAMERAS
- CLEAR 500ML PLASTIC BOTTLES
- CRUTCHES/ WALKING AIDS
- SMALL UMBRELLAS
- RETAIL PURCHASES IN RETAIL CARRIERBAGS

WHAT CAN’T I BRING INTO THE STADIUM?

- SUITCASES AND BAGS LARGER THAN A4
- LARGE UMBRELLAS
- DRINK CARTONS, CANS, PLASTIC BOTTLES OVER 500ML, GLASS BOTTLES AND DRINKING GLASSES
- ALCOHOL
- BABY BUGGIES/PRAMS
- DRONES
- LAPTOPS/COMPUTER TABLETS
- VIDEO RECORDING EQUIPMENT AND LARGE BODIED CAMERAS
- TOOLS
- KNIVES/WEAPONS AND LASER DEVICES
- SMOKE CANISTERS/FIREWORKS/ FLARES AND AIR HORNS